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1. Introduction 
 Throughout the 20th century it was repeatedly discussed to what extent negation constitutes 
a unified phenomenon. There are two main tenants: the monoguist and the ambiguist 
approaches (following Horn's 1985, 2001 terminology). According to the monoguist approach 
there is one basic semantics for all appearances of the negator. Thus, negation in natural 
languages can be captured exhaustively as the expression of the connective of negation in 
classical logic. In contrast, adherents of the ambiguist approach come in various flavors (Horn 
1985, 2001). Some argue that it is better to speak about more than one connectives, with 
different truth tables (inter alia Bochvar 1981 [1938]), or about various functions (semantic or 
pragmatic) expressed by the morphology of negation (inter alia Ladusaw 1979, Karttunen & 
Peeters 1979).  
 More recently, Schwarz & Bhatt (2006) tackled this debate in their discussion of anti-
licensing of Positive Polarity Items (=PPI). They, however, did not phrase the question in these 
terms but I would like to do so, and to demonstrate that it is useful to consider their data from 
this perspective. 
  
In today's paper I would like to readdress this discussion by bringing together the following 
four different facts from various languages: 
 Environments in English where PPI are rescued from anti-licensing. 
 "Light negation" in German.  
 The origin and the distribution of the negators lā and lāw in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic 

(=JBA). 
 Environments where cross-linguistically a wide-scope reading of negation is 

mandatory. 
Since all of these phenomena occur in similar environments I will argue that considering them 
together may shed some light on all of these phenomena. 
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Main claim:  This paper argues for an ambiguist approach: 
 There are two types of negation: internal negation and external negation. 
 JBA has distinguished morphemes for each of them (and in German the two are 

distinguished syntactically, when the external negation is marked with the so-called 
"light negation").  

 Since the environments in which the PPIs are rescued are the same as the ones in 
which JBA has the external negation I propose that the characteristics of the external 
negation are the reason behind the rescue of the PPIs. 

 The mandatory wide scope reading in these environments is due to the nature of the 
external negation.  
 

I would like to consider how and whether the historical discussion can shed light on 
the discussion on the semantics of negation  

 
Outline of the talk: 
Section 2: Presentation of the environments in English where PPI are rescued from anti-

licensing.   
Section 3: "Light negation" in German, Schwarz and Bhatt's (2006) proposal and the problems 

with their proposal.   
Section 4: The origin and the distribution of the negators lā and lāw in JBA. 
Section 5: Presentation of environments where cross-linguistically a wide-scope reading of 

negation is mandatory. 
 Section 6: A proposal for the difference between the two types of negation. 
Section 7: I will conclude and mention a few reservations. 
Section 8: I will return to the broader topic of interaction between formal semantics and 

historical linguistics. 
 
2. Environments in English where PPI are rescued from anti-licensing  
Positive polarity items (PPIs) are generally thought to have the property that they cannot 
scope below negation: 
(1) (a) They didn’t find some typos.   some > neg *neg > some 
 (b) No one will find some of these typos. some > no one *no one > some 
 (c) They will never find some of these typos. some > never *never > some 
This, however, is not always the case, and in various environments, PPIs can scope below 
negation:  
(2) There is no one here who didn’t find some typos.  some > neg neg > some 
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Szabolcsi (2004) argues that in contexts where negative polarity items such as any and ever are 
licensed positive polarity items can be rescued from their anti-licensers: 
(3) (a) There is no one here who didn’t find some typos.  neg > some 
 (b) I am surprised that they didn’t find some typos.  neg > some 

Baker (1970) argues that rescuing correlates with the presence of a counterfactual implication: 
 
(4) (a) If they had found some typos, they would have corrected them. neg > some 
 (b) I wish they hadn’t found some typos in the manuscript.  neg > some 
 (c) I am surprised that they didn’t find some typos.   neg > some 

Another context where PPI are licensed below negation is negative polar questions (with a bias 
towards a negative answer), and similarly in rhetorical questions:   
(5) Didn't they find some typos?       neg > some 
 
According to Ladusaw (1979: 180) there is no general process of rescuing of the sort assumed in 
Baker (1970) or Szabolcsi (2004). Ladusaw proposes instead that the rescuing is in fact a result 
of a lexical ambiguity of not. He stipulates a homophonous negation morpheme, which is 
assumed not to be an anti-licenser. For Ladusaw (1979: 180) not1 is the regular negator and not2 
only appears in so-called denials (=it is stated that ~p but it is believed and expected that p). 
(6) (a) They didn’t1 find some typos.    some > neg *neg > some 
 (b) I am surprised that they didn’t2 find some typos. neg > some 
 
 Note that for Ladusaw not2 only appears in so-called denials, thus, it is unclear in what 

sense (2) is a denial (Cf, Karttunen & Peeters 1979: 47). 
 
3. "Light negation" in German 
Schwarz (2006) and Schwarz and Bhatt (2006) follow Ladusaw's direction and argue that in 
German there is a syntactic disambiguation: the anti-licenser negation (not1) and the non-anti-
licenser (not2), which they call "light negation", differ with regard to the position of the 
negator nicht. 
(7) (a) Fritz ist nach Luckenbach gefahren. 
  Fritz   is    to      Luckenbach   gone 
  ‘Fritz went to Luckenbach.’ 
    (b)  Fritz ist nicht nach Luckenbach gefahren. 
  Fritz  is   not       to       Luckenbach  gone 
  ‘Fritz did not go to Luckenbach.’  
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The position of nicht is at the left edge of the verb phrase. Normally, especially when nicht 
immediately precedes a definite or indefinite noun phrase, nicht  is not positioned in this 
location. For example, the standard rule is that the negation of (8a) is not (8b) but (8c), where 
nicht  is positioned next to the verb: 
 
(8) (a) Fritz hat  Frage 3 beantwortet. 
  Fritz   has question 3 answered 
  ‘Fritz answered question 3.’ 
 (b)  * Fritz hat nicht Frage 3 beantwortet. 
  Fritz     has  not    question 3 answered 
 (c)  Fritz hat Frage 3 nicht beantwortet. 
  Fritz has question 3 not answered 
  ‘Fritz didn’t answer question 3.’ 

In certain environments, however, the constraints on the location of the nicht disappear. In 
negative polar questions, for example, negation can immediately precede an indefinite 
(Meibauer 1990, Büring and Gunlogson 2000, and Han & Romero 2004):  

(9)  Hat Fritz nicht Frage 3 beantwortet? 

Similarly, in the antecedent of a subjunctive conditional (Meibauer 1990: 449). Schwarz (2006) 
and Schwarz & Bhatt (2006) show that it is the case only with a counterfactual interpretation 
of the conditional: 

(10) Wenn Fritz nicht Frage 3 beantwortet hätte, wäre er durchgefallen. 
 if         Fritz not     question 3 answered have.subj be.subj he failed 
 ‘If Fritz hadn’t answered question 3, he would have failed.’ 
 
Schwarz (2006) and Schwarz & Bhatt (2006) demonstrate that the class of environments in 
which light negation appears in German is essentially coextensive with positive polarity 
"rescuing" environments in English.  
 
Problems:  

I. Homophony is little appealing and even more so when it should be so general cross-
linguistically (inter alia Gazdar 1978, and more recently Homer 2021). 

Schwarz (2004), himself, admits that there are still several open questions: 
II. Why the environments where light negation appears in German are those where 

PPIs are rescued in English? 
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III. Taking Ladusaw's (1979: 180) approach that the semantics of not2 is of a denial, it is 
unclear why it does license PPI, since denials inherently take wide scope and this is 
the environment, where by definition PPI like some are anti-licensed. 

 
(For a different analysis for the so-called light negation, see Zeijlstra 2013.) 
4. The origin and the distribution of the negators lā and lāw in JBA 
The following points summarize what Bar-Asher Siegal (2015, 2017) observed regarding the 
negator lāw in JBA: 

A. It is originally a contraction of two morphemes [lā+hu > lāw] which constituted a 
complete clause, negating another clause. This function was still operational in JBA, 
in negative replies to questions and in cleft sentences ("It is not the case that..."). 

B. JBA demonstrates a diachronic development in which lāw became a single 
morpheme, functioning as a simple negator.  

C. There is a syntactic difference between the two negators: lā, as is true with other 
negators in standard negations cross-linguistically, is assigned a fixed position with 
respect to the predicate, i.e., it always precedes it (inter alia Miestamo 2005). lāw in 
most cases does not appear next to the verb, and tends to appear either in the 
sentence-initial position or immediately after it. 
(The syntactic distribution in JBA already suggests that lāw functions as a 
propositional operator, since it is not restricted to the vicinity of the verb and 
positioned early in the clause (initial or second position). Being located at the 
sentence-initial position supports the idea that, similar to question markers, this 
type of negation is an operator applied to the fully formed proposition.) 

D. It is possible to identify contexts in which lāw is often used. Accordingly, lā is 
unmarked and lāw is marked for the following four functions: 

I. Negative rhetorical questions.  
II. In the antecedent of conditional counterfactual sentences. 
III. To negate a sentence that had been affirmed earlier.  
IV. To reject a contextual presupposition. 

E. Bar-Asher Siegal and De Clercq (2019) added the following facts: 
I. lāw can co-occur with standard negation lā – indication of not being of the 

same type (semantics) or of not being located in the same place (syntactics). 
II. There are no attestations of lāw and a wh-constituent co-occurring, but 

there are attestations of wh and lā co-occur – this is taken to be an 
indication of being base generated in the same position (a position that 
scope the entire prooistion). 
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III. lāw scope above universal quantifiers, lā can take low scope with regard to 
the universal quantifier. 

 
 
Bar-Asher Siegal and De Clercq (2019), based on dated discussed by Cruchina (2010), Garzonio 
and Poletto (2015), noted on similar diachronic developments is documented in Sicilian, with 
the negator neca: the negator neca in the Sicilian dialect of Mussomeli shares the same origin of 
lāw, since as Cruschina (2010:36) argues, it is derived from a cleft. The path of this derivation is 
illustrated in 
 

Un  jè  ca    n-è-ca   neca  
 Not it.is that  
 
 
 
 They proposed the following syntactic structures for both stages in the history of Aramaic: 
 

 
 

Stage I Stage II 
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In Bar-Asher Siegal (2015) I claim that after the morphological merger of two morphemes into 
one [lā+hu > lāw] the function of lāw remained that of an external negator. Besides the 
historical and syntactic evidence, the environments where it appears support this analysis. 
  
 The group (III-IV) fit the definition of "denial".   
 As for (I) and (II): 
  a) These are contexts where German has "light negation". 
  b) These are contexts where both the PPI "some" and NPI "any" are licensed. 
JBA may teach us the following: 

1) Ladusaw (1979) and Schwarz and Bhatt (2006) were in the right direction: there are 
two different negators. 

2) This negator indicates external negation. 
 
But, what is the difference between the two types of negation? (Section 6) 
 
5. Environments where cross-linguistically a wide-scope reading of negation is mandatory 
In negating the root proposition stated in (11a), it is possible to state that (11a) is false: as is the 
case in (11b). This is the wide scope reading of negation. With respect to an example like (11b) 
it expresses the external negation explicitly as it states that it is not true that a certain amount 
of questions were answered.  The ordinary reading of (11c), however, expresses a regular 
negation, and thus it provides a different meaning. In the example in (11c), with a narrow 
scope reading of the negation, it states how many questions were not answered. For the wide 
scope reading to be true, it must be the case that the number of questions that were answered 
is any number which is not 3, for the narrow scope reading to be true it must be the case that 
at most 7 questions were answered.  
In the relevant environments where PPIs are known to be rescued (Section 2, above), 
illustrated in (12), the interpretation of the negation is similar to the one that "external 
negation" has in (11b). (i.e. the examples in (12b-e) are about whether it is true that 3 
questions were answered, and not about how many questions were left unanswered, 7 or less).  
(In the brackets, n indicates the number of answers that are required for the sentence to be 
true.) 
(11) (a) Mike answered three questions (out of ten)     (n=3) 

(b) It is not the case that Mike answered three questions (out of ten) (n≠3 preferred: 
n<3) 

(c) Mike did not answer three questions (out of ten). (preferred: n≤7 or n≠3 
[preferred: n<3]) 
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(12) (a)  Mike didn't answer three questions (out of ten).   (n≤7 or n≠3) 
 (b)  There is no one here who didn’t answer three questions (out of ten).  (n>3)  
 (c) I am surprised that they didn’t answer three questions (out of ten).(n<3/ n≤7)  
 (d) If Mike had not answered three questions (out of ten) he would have failed in 

 The exam.         (n>3) 
 (e) Didn't he answer three questions (out of ten)?!    (n=3) 
 
These data show that the environments where PPIs are rescued below negation, the negation 
is interpreted inherently similar to external negation.     
 
Also, note the data from Sicilian: 

neca  arrispunnì   a tri   dumanni  ncapu  a  deci  
 neca answered.3psg to three questions on to ten 
 ‘It is not the case that he answered 3 questions out of 10.’ (n≠3) 
 
Intermediate summary: 
There are certain environments where: 

a) PPIs are rescued in English. 
b) JBA has a unique negator, which historically derives from an explicit external negation 

("it is not the case that..."). 
c) German has the so called "light negation". 
d) Wide scope reading of the negation is mandatory  

 
 Sicilian neca is relevant for both (c) and (e)  

 
It is thus reasonable to adopt an ambiguist approach, which assumes the existence of two 
negators, with the following characterizations: 

NEG1 - a standard negator, which anti-licenses PPI, and it usually has a narrow scope 
reading. 
 NEG2 - marked negator, which does not anti-licenses PPI, and involves a mandatory 
wide scope reading, and is functions similarly to explicit external negation. 
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6. The difference between the two types of negation 
A. The monoguist approach: difference in terms of scope 
Russell noted that the sentence “the king of France is not bald”  may have two different 
semantic representations (13a-b), with different truth conditions: 
(13)  a.  ∃x [Kx ∧ ∀y [Ky ↔ y=x] ∧ ¬Bx] 
  b.  ¬∃x [Kx ∧ ∀y [Ky ↔ y=x] ∧ Bx] 
While (13a) has a narrow scope negation and states that there is a unique French king who is 
not bald, which is obviously false, (13b) has a wide scope negation and states that it is not the 
case that there is a unique king who is bald, which is true.  
 
According to Burton-Roberts (1989, 1997), semantically, negation takes a narrow scope and due 
to pragmatic reasons it may shift into a wide scope reading, with a presupposition cancelling.  
Carston (1998), on the other hand, takes the opposite direction and argues that negation takes 
a wide scope semantically and only due to pragmatic motivations may it have a narrow scope 
with a preservation of the presupposition. (For a review of the literature concerning this 
matter, see Moeschler 2010.)  
This distinction does not explain our data, as it is not helpful to assume that the different 
between NEG1 and NEG2 boils down only to matter of scope. The difference between the 
negators cannot be just a matter of scope, i.e., NEG2 cannot be just an marker of "wide 
negation", since as we know from (1) PPIs are not permissible in wide scope. Therefore, there 
must be another difference between the two negators that explains why when NEG1 has a wide 
scope reading PPIs are anti-licensed, but with NEG2, which has a mandatory wide scope 
reading, the PPIs are not anti-licensed. 
 
B. An ambiguist approach (the one I advance)  
 

• There are two types of negation: internal negation and external negation (defined in 
(14)). 

• JBA has distinguished morphemes for each of them - this fact resolves the problem of 
homophony (other languages, accordingly, have a syncretism of the two negators) 

• Since the environments in which the PPIs are rescued are the same as the ones in 
which JBA has the external negation, I propose that the characteristics of the external 
negation are the reason behind the rescue of the PPIs. 

 
While previous ambiguist approaches focused on either different truth tables (inter alia 
Bochvar 1981 [1938]) or on the discursive status of the root proposition (inter alia Horn 1985, 
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2001), I would like to propose an ambiguist approach according to which natural languages 
have two types of negation, different in their nature: one is a type of information (negation of 
predicates) and the other is the negative connective, as defined in classical logic. Thus, it is an 
attempt to provide different content to the two negators that Ladusaw 1979 and Schwarz & 
Bhatt (2006) assume. The two are described informally in (14): 
 
(14) Internal negation: the negative statement is about the topic of the sentence. It 

provides new negative information about the topic of the clause. 
 [Topic ©R]    <= The topic is a member of the set that has the quality of not-R 
 
External negation: It is a statement about a statement, it provides information about 
the truth value of the root-proposition, i.e., reverses it. 
 ~p  <= The root proposition p is false 

 
From a discursive perspective, internal negation provides a certain type of information, a 
negative one. Generally, when statements are considered in terms of information, an increase 
in information about the topic can be positive (affirmation), for example when it is a statement 
about the possession of a certain quality; or negative (denial), for example when the lack of a 
quality is stated. Thus, when considering the truth values of a sentence, in affirmation the 
sentence is true if the entity denoted by the topic is a member of the set which has that 
quality, and in denial if it is a member of the set that lacks that quality. In both cases the truth 
value of the sentence depends on membership in a certain set, but in each, it is a different set 
(Note that the set of elements that possess the quality R is not necessarily the complement of 
the set of elements that lack the quality R. This fact is necessary for the distinction between 
contradictory opposites and contrary opposites.)  
External negation, in contrast, concerns statements about statements. It states more broadly 
that a statement fails to be true either because it is false, or because there is a presupposition 
failure.  
In this framework the type of negation depends on the type of the proposition: internal 
negation by its very nature provides negative information about its topic, hence, in categorical 
judgments (Kuroda 1972, 1990) the negation is of the internal type; when there is no topic, or 
when the entire statement is already given, and in other semantically defined environments 
where the negative statements are merely an indication about the truth-value of the relevant 
statement (as, I will argue, is the case in rhetorical questions and in antecedents of 
counterfactual conditional sentences), the negation is an external one (for more elaborations 
see Bar-Asher Siegal 2015.) 
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Formal description 
Since this distinction is sensitive to the information provided in discourse it seems natural to 
describe it in terms of dynamic semantics (Heim 1983). 
Update rules for atomic propositions 
(15) Let F be a file, and let p be an atomic proposition that consists of an n-place predicate R 

and an n-tuple of variables whose indices are i1, ..., in respectively. Then: Sat(F+p) = {aN ∪ 
aM with domain N ∪ M: aN ∈ Sat(F), M = {i1, ..., in}, and ⟨bi1 , ..., bin⟩ ∈ Ext(R)} 

Negation: 
(16) Let F be a file, and let p be a molecular proposition whose immediate constituents are a 

negation operator and the proposition q. Then: Sat(F+not q) = {aN ∈ Sat(F): there is no bM 

⊇ aN such that bM ∈ Sat (F+q)} In other words, we keep the assignments that cannot be 

extended in a way that satisfies q. 

We will take this to be the semantics of external negation 
  
For internal negation, I would like to propose the following: 
(17)  Let F be a file, and let p be an atomic proposition that consists of an n-place predicate R 

and an n-tuple of variables whose indices are i1, ..., in respectively. Then: Sat(F+p) = {aN ∪ 
aM with domain N ∪ M: aN ∈ Sat(F), M = {i1, ..., in}, and ⟨bi1 , ..., bin⟩ ∈ Ext(©R)} 
(18) the definition of © (contrary)  

 ©R = {R ∩ ©R = Ø} 

Returning to the sentences in (11): 
(19)   (a) Mike answered three questions (out of ten)    (n=3) 

 (b) It is not the case that Mike answered three questions (out of ten) (n≠3 n<3) 
 (c) Mike did not answer three questions (out of ten) (n≤7 or n≠3 n<3) 

(20)  (a) answer (Mike, three questions)  
  paraphrased: The relation of ANSWERING is being held between Mike and three  
  questions 
 (b) ~[answer (Mike, three questions)]  traditionally neg > three questions 

paraphrased: It is not true that the relation of ANSWERING is being held 
between Mike  and  three questions  

 (c) ©answer (Mike, three questions)  traditionally three questions > neg 
  paraphrased: The relation of NOT-ANSWERING is held between Mike and three  
   questions 
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External negation and the rescue of PPIs 
Consequently, I argue that all environments where PPIs are rescued under negation are 
instances of external negation. The reason for this rescue is that in these environments the 
root (positive) p is copied with its original PPI, and is commented on regarding its truth value 
by an external negation (which is "a statement about a statement".) Consequently the PPIs 
(which is part of the root proposition) can be shielded (cf. Atlas 2012). 
Internal negation, accordingly does not function at the root p level, but on the predicate level. 
Generally speaking, in this view, at the level of the formation of the proposition, there is a 
competition between NPIs and PPIs (downward entailing environments => NPIs; upward 
entailing environments => PPIs), once a proposition was formed with PPI it can be negated, and 
the PPI remains, despite the fact that now it becomes a downward entailing environment. 
  
 Light negation in German is, accordingly, not an arbitrary phenomenon, but the 

expression of the external negation in German. 
 In this paper I focused only on the motivations for the definition of the external 

negation. The motivations for the definition of the internal negation are beyond the 
scope of the current paper. Among them are: 
 

I. There are reasons to believe that the law of the excluded middle and the law of 
double negation, which apply only to contradictories, do not apply in natural 
languages to sentences with standard negation. Hence, it is suggested that standard 
negation indicates contrary and not contradictions. 

 
II. Considering various experimental studies on vagueness assuming a monoguist 

approach (among them Bonini et al. 1999, Alxatib & Pelletier 2011 and Serchuk et al. 
2011) it is possible to show that some of the puzzles they struggle with are better 
explained with the ambiguist approach presented in the current paper.   

 
Zeifler (2021) argues that mamaʃ ‘really’ in Hebrew combined with a fuzzy category, yields that 
there are enough similarities between x and P’s prototype. Note the following contrast: 
 kise ze mamaʃ lo rehit 

‘A chair is really not a piece of furniture’ 
kise ze lo mamaʃ rehit 
‘A chair is not really a piece of furniture’ 
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7. Conclusions and reservations: 
This paper argues for an ambiguist approach for negation. Accordingly, there are two types of 
negation: internal negation and external negation. This claim relies on the fact that the 
following phenomena occur in similar environments in different languages: 1) environments 
in English where PPI are rescued from anti-licensing; 2) "light negation" in German; 3) the 
origin and the distribution of the negators lā and lāw in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic (=JBA);      
4) environments where cross-linguistically a wide-scope reading of negation is mandatory. 
[the data from Sicilian is relevant for both 3&4]. 
 Since the PPIs are rescued in the same environments in which JBA has the external 
negation I propose that the characteristics of the external negation are the reason behind the 
rescue of the PPIs. Accordingly, the mandatory wide scope reading in these environment is due 
to the nature of the external negation. 
 
 
Three reservations: 
 The important division for our analysis is between internal and external negation. The 

various observations are consistent with a theory that keeps this division and does not 
accept the division between ~ and ©. 

 It is possible to take ~ (the external negation) as ©, considering a proposition as a set of 
possible worlds. 

 I did not claim that the phenomenon of external negation is the only explanation for 
the "rescuing" of PPI. It is possible that they are also rescued at a local level flip-flop 
environments (cases where an additional DE expression makes acceptable a PI, 
unacceptable otherwise). (Homer  2021).    
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8. Formal semantics and historical linguistics: 
 

 

 

 

 

It is possible to describe reanalysis in the following schematic way (Bar-Asher Siegal 2020): for 

a stream of phonemes F to be meaningful, it should have a grammatical structure (be it 

morphological or syntactic) G and a certain truth-conditional interpretation M. Thus, a 

reanalysis of a given F involves cases in which it has two different pairs of {G,M} at two 

different points of time (t).  

 

Reanalysis can take place both at the morphological/syntactical level and at the semantic level 

(Scenario 1), or it can be restricted to one level (Scenario 2-3). Diachronic semantics, is 

engaged only in cases where there is a change in meaning (Scenarios 1-2 exclusively).  The 

important claim of the formal semantic studies is that, at both points of time (t1 and t2), G suits 

M in a compositional manner – this is necessary for a reanalysis to take place (see inter alia 

Eckardt (2006, esp. Chapter 8)).  

In this paper we discussed a case of Scenario 3 
I have proposed that we need to think of cases in which there is a weak relevance for 

historical linguistics to formal semantics, cases in which the data about the historical change 

can inspire our understanding of the synchronic semantics. This claim for relevancy is 

programmatic by nature. It promotes a direction of investigation, without setting constraints 

on the final analysis: 

Weak relevance, insights from correlations: When there is a correlation between 

grammatical environments which exhibit defined semantic peculiarity and 

environments which went through a notable historical grammatical change (especially 

when this correlation is repeatedly documented in different languages,), such a 

correlation should be examined to detect patterns of regularity with the hope that a 

better understanding of the grammatical change can shed light on the semantic 

peculiarity under discussion. This claim for relevancy is programmatic by nature. It 

promotes a direction of investigation without setting constrains on the final analysis. 

Modeling Reanalysis                      F 
Scenarios of reanalysis:  

Scenario 1:    {G1, M1}t1     {G2, M2}t2 
Scenario 2:    {G1, M1}t1        {G1, M2}t2 
Scenario 3:    {G1, M1}t1     {G2, M1}t2 
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This weak relevance is useful when there is a correlation between changes in the grammar, 
and there is some puzzle with respect to the semantics. The main thrust of the proposal is that 
historical data should be brought to bear on synchronic semantic analyses.  

Notably, in this type of study, Scenario 3 in Figure 1, which is irrelevant for diachronic 
semantics, becomes relevant in the present context where the main focus is the Ms 
themselves, not necessarily whether they have changed. Thus, this type of study justifies the 
inclusion of an additional logical possibility in the schema of reanalysis when discussing how 
the two linguistic disciplines can interact. 
 
The dicussion today aimed at illustrating the claim for a weak relevance of the historical 
analysis to the semantic one: it began with a correlation between the origin of the negator and 
its semantics – and it argues that the key for understanding the synchronic semantic 
peculiarities is the fact that there is no change in the semantics of the negator, and that it kept 
in t2 features it has in t1 – as the negator in cleft sentences.     
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